In this paper, we consider invertible bilateral weighted shift operators acting on a complex separable Hubert space 2? . They have the property that there exist a constant t > 0 and an orthonormal basis {e¡}¡€Z for %? with respect to which a shift V acts by Wei = w¡e¡+¡ , i e Z and | wl | > z . The equivalence class W(W) = {U*WU: U e^{^), U unitary} of weighted shifts with weight sequence (with respect to the basis {U*e¡}¡€Z for J") identical to that of W forms the unitary orbit of W .
1. Introduction 1.0. The notion of Hubert space isomorphism coincides with that of unitary equivalence. Therefore, two bounded operators A and B can be thought of as representing the same operator if they are unitarily equivalent; that is, if A = U*BU for some unitary operator U. The equivalence classes $¿(Á) determined by this relation are called unitary orbits, and have been studied by a number of people.
A characterization of the norm closure f/(A) of the unitary orbit of a general operator A in terms of approximate unitary equivalence has been given by Hadwin [Had] , using Voiculescu's Theorem [Vcu] , (cf. also [Arv] ). Complete approximate unitary invariants for particular classes of operators also exist. For example, the work of Gellar and Page [GP] classifies %(N) for N normal, while the celebrated Theorem of Brown, Douglas, and Fillmore [BDF] does the same for essentially normal operators (i.e., operators whose image in the Calkin algebra is normal). In [O'Dn] , Donal O'Donovan describes the closure of1¿(W) for W a weighted shift, and moreover classifies those shifts V which Hein W(W).
As a natural extension of this work, one might ask the question: if two operators A and B are not unitarily equivalent, then how different are they? More precisely, how far apart are their unitary orbits?
Results for the general case are due to Davidson [Davl] , who reduces the problem to that of approximating finite pieces of A by finite pieces of B . More precise estimates for the class of normal operators have also been obtained by Davidson [Dav2] using, in particular, the results of Bhatia, Davis, and Mclntosh [BDM] . The paper of Azoff and Davis [AD] provides estimates in the case where A and B axe selfadjoint.
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain good estimates for upper and lower bounds on the distance between $/(V) and í¿(W) in the case where W and V are weighted shifts whose weights are bounded below in modulus by some positive number and bounded above in modulus by 1. Our main result for upper bounds uses a technique of I. D. Berg's ([Brg2] , cf. also [Herl, Her2] ) with which we can glue together finite dimensional pieces of one shift to approximate another shift. In fact, we obtain estimates of how well we can glue together these finite dimensional restrictions as a function of their dimension. We can use these to obtain estimates on how far W is from being a direct summand of V and vice versa [ §2] , and in turn this information leads to an estimate of an upper bound on d(1/(V), %(W)) (see also §5). §3 is devoted to obtaining lower bounds for d(%f(V), f/(W)) which also depend on finite dimensional restrictions. §4 provides three examples which illustrate various possible phenomena which can occur in the approximation of the finite dimensional pieces, while §5 considers the case of "nonessential" spectrum and mentions results for unilateral shifts.
1.1. Notation. Unless specified otherwise, %? is assumed to be a complex infinite dimensional separable Hubert space with orthonormal basis {et}iez ■ All operators on %? are bounded. W (resp. V) is a weighted shift operator with weights {w,}tex (resp. {f,}l6Z) suchthat Wei = w¡eM (resp. Ve, = VfiM), i e Z. Since we are only concerned with unitary orbits, we may assume all weights are positive (cf. [Shd] , for instance). The case of interest is when both A and B have norm less than or equal to 1, since otherwise, the differences in the norm lead to potentially trivial estimates. Henceforth, we assume this. = inf \\A-Y\\ = d (A,W(B) ), Ye-ïï(B) and is clearly the same as di$¿(A), %/(B)). A and B are approximately unitarily equivalent (an equivalence relation) if there exist Un in %(%?), n > 1, such that U*AUn -B = Kn is compact and tends to zero in norm as n approaches infinity. This definition is equivalent to saying that Í¿(A) -Í¿(B) (cf. [Vcu] ). The notation = denotes unitary equivalence, =a denotes approximate unitary equivalence, and for e > 0, A=e B means that d(W(A), $¿(B)) < e. When dealing with C" or Rn as a metric space, it will be understood that the underlying metric is the one induced by the supremum norm (l^-noxm).
2. Berg's Technique. An upper bound 2.1.1. The method of obtaining upper bounds for our estimate of d(%{V),W{W)) depends heavily upon a very useful technique due to I. D. Berg [Brg2] and modified slightly by Domingo Herrero [Herí] . The version we give below is a minor modification of Davidson, [Dav4, Theorem 1].
2.1.2. Lemma (Berg's Technique). Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space <%*, and let m be a positive integer. Suppose that {e , f}J=0 is an orthonormal family of vectors in ß? and that {a}™J0 is a finite set of complex numbers such that Tei -a e,+ 1 and Tfi -otjf+x for 0 < j < m -1. Then there exists an operator S on %? andan orthonormal family {g-, hj}J=0 of ß? satisfying the following properties:
(!) S0 = e0, gm = fm, h0 = fQ and hm = -em ;
(2) Sgj = cijgj+i and Shj = otjhj+l for 0 < ; < m -1 ; (3) Sx = Tx if x is orthogonal to {e¡, fj}jj0 ; and (4) ||5-r||<(7r/2m)(max1<;<M_1|a.|).
Proof. Cf. [Dav4, Theorem 1] . D 2.1.3. Definition. Wesaythat X isa weighted cycle with weights {xx, ... , xm} (m > 1) and write X = cycle{x,, ... , xm) if there exists an m-dimensional complex Hilbert space ß?m with orthonormal basis {fx, ... , fm] for which Xfi = xji+x, \<i<m-\ and Xfm = xmfx.
2.1.4. If W is a weighted shift with weights {^,},ez with respect to an orthonormal basis {ei}iez of <%*, then from the above Lemma we obtain the following:
Proposition. Assume m is a positive integer, k0 and kx are integers, \k0-kx | > m, and let N = {k0 < i < k0 + m} and M = {kx < i < kx + m} be disjoint subsets of Z. Suppose furthermore that wk +j -wk . for 0 < j < m -1. Then there exists a weighted shift V with weights {wi}j<k U{wi}j>k and a weighted cycle X with weights {wk , wk +x, ... , wk _,} such that
(1) \\W-(V®X)\\<(max0<j<m_x\wko+j\)n/m;and (2) ^-(Fe^Kspan^.^^.^-'^^O.
Proof. Cf. [Her2, Chapter 2] . D 2.1.5. The perturbation of W in the Proposition above can also be viewed as the "glueing" together of the weight sequence {w¡}¡<k to the weight sequence {wj}j>k to obtain a new shift V with precisely that weight sequence. The cost of the perturbation is on the order of 1 / m . As a by-product of this process, we also obtain the cycle X. It is the observation that -(Fe^Kspan^.^^.^-^^O that will allow us to repeat Berg's Technique on (span{e\ +j, ek +j}JJ0X)± without the perturbations interfering with each other. In other words, the norm of the two perturbations will be the maximum of the norms of the individual perturbations, not the sum of their norms.
Consider two operators A and B in 3 §(%f). For T in &(ßf), let
T{oo) be the operator ©°!, T acting on the Hilbert space X(oo) = fj",/.
We will define a quantity âA(B) which measures how far A is from containing 5(oo) as a direct summand, i.e., how far W(A) is from an operator of the form Je5(oo). Then one can obtain an estimate for d(%(A), %/(B)) which depends only upon SA(B) and SeB (A) . (This will be made more explicit below.) For the remainder of this section, we shall be concerned with generating an upper bound for Sy(W) which depends only upon finite dimensional information extracted from W and V . Theorem 2.2.11 shows how to use Berg's Technique to "glue together" the finite dimensional approximations, thereby obtaining the desired estimates. We begin by defining SA(B). Although this definition is different from that of [Davl] , they are shown to be equivalent by the results of that paper.
2.2.2. Definition. Let A and B e 3B{X) . We define ÔÂ(B) = inf{\\U*AU-J®B\\ : U unitary, yeJfJ)}.
The "essential" version of this is SA(B) = inf{\\U*AU -J® 5(oo)|| : U unitary, J e &{&)}.
2.2.3. In general, if an operator A embeds in B as a direct summand, and B embeds in A as a direct summand, little can be said about the distance between their unitary orbits (cf. [Davl, §5] ). However, the quantities SA(B) and ÔB (A) are precisely what is needed to produce the following "Schroeder-Bernstein" type of result. We shall see that this is in fact the case. But first we must recast the elements (wl+x, wi+2, ... , w¡+n) of ¿~^"W in a form which will be more useful to us. We begin with a few definitions.
2.2.6. Definition. For t, r e Z, let E,t , ç %" be the subspace E,t . = span^W,, E^^ = span{e,.}/<r and E(t<oo) = ïp~a~hjej^t. By E{t) we mean E,t t) = span{ej.
We also define P(/ r), -co < t < r < oo, to be the orthogonal projection onto E,t r).
In order to effect many simultaneous perturbations to an operator while being sure that these perturbations occur on orthogonal spaces and hence do not interfere with each other (a norm controlling device), we shall also require the following technical notion.
2.2.7. Definition. Given a Hilbert space J^ with orthonormal basis {e¡}iez and a finite dimensional subspace M of %?, we shall say that an operator T e 38(%f) has finite {e^-range (f.e¡.r) with respect to M if there exists a positive integer q such that TM ç E{_q q).
Analogously to [Davl] , we shall produce a quantity öv(W,t .) which measures our ability to estimate finite rank restrictions of W by V. We have 2.2.8. Definition. For t < r e Z, let
U has/e(.r. with respect to £"_, r+n
The quantity Sv(W.t .) tells us that for all e > 0 there exists a unitary operator U and a positive integer q such that (1) UE(t_Xr+X)CE{_q+Xq_x); (2) UE(tr)CE(_q+2q_2);and (3) there exists a finite dimensional operator C, ||C|| < ôv(W,t r)) + e such that {range C, range C*} ç £ and V + C can be decomposed into the following operator matrix with respect to the decomposition = E{_00¡_g_l)®Nl®UE{í_ -1) ® UE (t,r) where The importance of having C be finite rank lies in the observation that at this point, we have perturbed neither V\E,q+x > nor V\E,oo x). Thus in the same way that we are approximating W | E,t r. and W* | E,t r) using VI E,_ ., we can now consider approximating W | E,t> ri, and W* | E,t> r<, using F|span{£'(9+, x,, E^^ _g_x)} to produce a new finite rank perturbation C' of V + C, the action of C' taking place on a subspace orthogonal to E(_qq). But then we shall have that ||(K + C) + C' -V\\ = ||C + C|| = max{||C||, ||C'||} . We can continue this process ad infinitum to obtain a new operator V' whose distance from (a unitarily equivalent copy of) V is the supremum of the norms of the individual perturbations. In other words, the norms of these perturbations do not add up.
2.2.9. The "essential" version of ôv(W,t , asks that UE, to an arbitrary given E,_ q.
Definition. For t, r e Z, let 4(^,r)) (r-i.r+i) be orthogonal and can be defined as follows:
U has f.err.
2.2.10. At this point we can make a pair of observations. First, we can replace the notion of orthogonality to E, q) by orthogonality to an arbitrary finite dimensional subspace M. This definition would more closely resemble that of [Davl] . However, as any finite dimensional subspace M is "almost" contained in E, , for q sufficiently large, the value we would then obtain for ôev(W,t ,) would be identical to our present one. The reason for our seemingly more complicated definition is to avoid technical problems later on.
Secondly, as in [Davl] , we also obtain the following piece of information:°V \rr(t,r)> °V\rr(t,r)> °Vyyy(t,r))-
We introduce a last bit of terminology before starting. Sv(W(t .) is the operator and hence we may associate to ôv(W,t A the weight sequence w(i , = (wt,..., w, ,). If r = t + 2n (with n taken to be a fixed constant), then w(/ t+2n) will JT-\> also be denoted wr. Moreover, w{/ , (resp. wf) will be thought of as "acting upon" E,ur) (resp. E (t,t+2n) )■ The following theorem is the major technical result of this section. It shows how to "glue" together approximations of finite pieces of W in order to obtain integral copies of W in V .
2.2.11. Theorem. Let n > 2 and assume oev(W{¡ /+2 .) < ô for all t e Z.
Then ôev(W)<ô + n/2(n-\).
Proof. Since we are trying to estimate ôev(W) = ôv(W{oo)), we begin by assuming that we are given W{oc) = ©°!, W acting on ¿T ( will refer to the subspace span{ej}r<j<t of ß?j, and Pf/,) will be the corresponding orthogonal projection. We shall find it sufficient to restrict our attention to those Yft[j] for which t e ni + 1. The observation that That this choice for L possesses the property above is clear. We now proceed by induction to successively approximate each z , j > 1, using mutually orthogonal finite dimensional subspaces of V.
To that end, let 0 < e < 1. Consider z, = w, [l] . Since Sev(W,x 2"+n) < S , there exists a unitary Ux : %?x -> ^ and q(\) > 0 such that,
(4) there exists a finite dimensional operator C,, ||C, || < ô + e, such that {range C,, range C*} ç E, ,x) (1)) and V + C, can be decomposed into an operator matrix of the form: In general, for j > \, z-corresponds to wi(j)[y] for some 5(7) e «Z + 1.
Since ôev(W{s{j) s{j)+2n)) < S , there exists a unitary £/.: J^ -> «^ and #(;') > 0 such that
It is condition (4) which allows us to assert that we can perturb F by a finite rank operator C , ||C,|| < ô + e and {range Cj, range C*} ç E, ,¡, ,... 0 E,_2q,j_x, 2q(j-i)) (thus making range C. and rangeC* orthogonal to span,<,<,_,{rangeC¡, rangeC*}), so that V + C. can be decomposed, as in §2.2.8, into an operator matrix of the form We also consider the partial isometry w s(j)+2n-\ Uq: **»> _> *t Uo = strong-limitX;^<))j0)+2") m-oo j=x and let t/ be any extension of U0 to a unitary in ^(^(oo), %?). The construction of U was made possible by condition (4) above, since U:E\j]j)_x sU)+2n+X] orthogonal to E(_2q(j_{) 2qij_x)) ensured that UQ has infinite cokernel. Now VU\E\Íl)sU)+2n) = VUj\E\Í]U)>sU)+2n) (as all <7/s have orthogonal domains and ranges when restricted to Z?PJ.> J(,)+2"))-Moreover, since each C acts upon a space orthogonal to that acted upon by any other C'■<, y ^ /, we may consider the operator C = strong-limit V] C , and note that ||C|| = sup{||C.|| : j > 1} < S + e .
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We then observe that
This implies that U has simultaneously embedded infinitely many copies of each w¿n+,, k e Z into V . For given k e Z, it follows from our construction of L that s~x(kn + 1) is an infinite set, say s~x(kn + I) -{jt : t > 1}. Furthermore, the spaces F,k t) = UE^n+x ,k+2)n+l) > t > 1. are mutually orthogonal with bases {f¡k't],..., ¿J} where /¡k't] = UeJk'n+r on which (V + C) acts
Now the action of (V + C) restricted to {/¡¡if ,..., f£'t]} and {fx{k+x't], ■ •■ > fn ' } satisfies the hypotheses of Berg's Theorem as described in §2.1.4, and hence we may apply his process of gradual change simultaneously on each of those mutually orthogonal pieces to obtain a new shift operator V1 which acts upon an orthonormal set {gg+i)«+i > *(*+i)»+2 > • ■ • » slk+Dn+J with weights {W(k+l)n+l . W(fc+l)»+2 ' • • • ' ">(*+!)»+«} Where (i)4)+.)«+i-Äi')and4U+« = tf+I'i,;and (^^^Espan^;",//^"0}. Of course, this technique also produces a second operator J which acts upon X(oo) espan{g;(i)}/6Z (>1,/a direct sum of cycles and other shifts. However, the precise structure of J does not come into play here.
We also know from Berg's Technique that S,Y+CAV') < n/2(n -1). In fact, closer examination of V' reveals that for fixed t, V' restricted to the span of {gf}i€Z is a weighted shift with weight sequence {tu,-}/eZ as well as being a direct summand of V', and as such V'\ span{gf}i€Z s W. Since this is true for each t>\, V' at W(cc). Combining these results, we get v =(S+t)v + c*Kl2(n_x)v' @J *W(co) ®J.
Thus Sy(W) < (S + n/2(n -1)) + e. Since o 0 was arbitrary, Sev(W) < ô + n/2(n-l). D
As to calculating an upper bound for Sev(W{l f+2 ,), we note that an elementary one is obtained from considering d((wt_x, wt, wt+x, ... , wt+2n), Ylln+2 v) = supv 2 +n€EP y IK-i,<+2«) -v(<,<+2«+i)ll ■ II is stronB enough t0 Produce
the following results, of which Corollary 2.2.13 and Proposition 2.2.14 were already known.
2.2.12. Corollary. Let n>2 and let V be an invertible bilateral weighted shift satisfying £2n+2 V = £2"+2 V. Then d(V(V), %(V{oo))) < n/(n -1).
Proof. We note that ôy(V,t t+2n)) = 0 for all / e Z as is made clear by the above remarks. By our Theorem, Sev(V) = ôv(V(oo)) < n/2(n -1). Thus
We conclude that d{&(V), %S(V{co))) < n/(n -1). D 2.2.13. Corollary. Let V be an invertible bilateral weighted shift satisfying \Z"V = 2Ze"V for all n>\. Then V 9< V{oo).
Proof. By the above corollary, d(%(V), %S(V{oo))) < n/(n -1) for all n > 2 . Thus d(%(V), %S(V{oo))) = 0. By Voiculescu's Theorem [Vcu] , given e > 0 there exists U unitary and K compact, ||A^|| < e such that V = U* F(oo) U + K. D 2.2.14. Proposition (O'Donovan). Let W and V be invertible bilateral weighted shifts satisfying Y¿" W -£" V for all n>\. Then W =a V.
Proof. We first consider the case where ^2n V ^ Yf" V for some n > 1. Assume the vector (xx, ... , xn) occurs only m times as an element of J2°n ^ = £n V\Y^e"V. That is, there exist exactly m distinct integers tx, t2, ... , tm for which (vt , vt+x, ... , vt +n_x) = (xx, ... , xn), I < i < m and there also exists t > 0 such that for k <£ {tx,t2, ... Proof. Fix n temporarily.
Now d (£2n+2 ^ > E2"+2 ^) -^« implies
KW{t,l+2n)) * K and dE(E2n+2V, Ze2n+2W) < K implies ôew(V(t t+2n)) < Sn. By Theorem 2.2.11, ôev(W) < ôn + n/2(n-l) and ôew(V) < ôn + n/2(n-l).
From Proposition 2.2.4, d(V(V),V(W))<2{2SH + n/(n-l)).
Since this is true for all n > 2, the result follows. D 2.2.16. Corollary. Let W and V be invertible bilateral weighted shifts satisfying \ZnW = Yfn w and E" V = YfnV for all n>\.
If dH represents
Hausdorff distance in the l°°-norm on C", then d{W{V), &(W)) < 4 inf (dH {lZ2n+2V, £2n+2^) + */2{n -1)). 
(W(V),&(W)) > max(ôv(W), ÔW(V)).
Thus any lower bound for Sv(W,t r)) is automatically a lower bound for d(1t{V),1t(W)).
The purpose of this section is to find a lower bound for ôv(W,f .) based once again on the distance i/(Er_/+2 W, £r_i+2 V) between the unitarily invariant subsets £r-,+2 W and £r_;+2 V of lr_i+2.
3.1.2. The unitary U in the norm estimate \\U*VU -W\\ = \\VU -UW\\ intertwines V and W and sends the original basis u?,-}iez to a new basis {f¡ = Ue¡}¡ez. Each fx can be thought of as an averaging of the e;'s, and consequently the action of V on f. "averages" the weights of V , although it does more.
One might therefore expect that if, for example, wx -3/4 and vx = 1/2, v2 = 1, then one could use a unitary U which takes ex to, say, /, = \Jl/\2ex + yß/Ue2 so that \\VUex\\ = ||K/,|| = 3/4 = \\UWex\\ = \\Wex\\. That is, U averages the values 1/2 and 1 by the proper l2-combination to produce a weight of 3/4. The next Lemma shows us that averaging weights v¡ of V which are far away from a given w¡ in order to approximate wt produces a large value for \\V*U -UW*\\. >W 'll ' + 11^ 'll ')¿fi-n 3.1.4. Notation. Because we shall have frequent occasion to use it in the sequel, we write ß = (l/2)(\\V~x\\~x + ||W~l\\~x).
3.1.5. Lemma. Let U be a unitary operator taking ei to f = Uej, t < i < r, and assume
(1) there exists i0, t < i0 < r such that fi = E,ez';''(/0' i)ej > and But e¡ ,. e E" ■. and w; < 1 so that max{\\(U*VU -W)P([r)\\, \\(U*V*U -^)P(i>r)||} > ßSe, which is equivalent to our claim. D 3.1.6. Thus what goes wrong is not our inability to approximate the weight w. , '0 but rather to simultaneously approximate both the weight and the shifting from f to fl: +x. These observations lead to the major result of this section. At this point we observe that \\VUei -UWe¡\\ < e, that is, ||Vf -wjfi+l\\ < e for 1 < i < n . Thus for 1 < 1 < n, is then a measure of ôv(W), while Sm is a measure of ÔW(V). We must therefore apply Theorem 3.1.6 to estimate the correct embedding.
Remark. The converse of Proposition 2.2.14 (O'Donovan's Theorem) now follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.7. For if there exists n > 0 for which E" w ¿ E" F> then Sn > 0 and so d(%S(V) ,%S(W)) > 0, from which we conclude that W is not approximately unitarily equivalent to V.
3.1.8. The lower bound produced by Theorem 3.1.7 is unfortunately not always the greatest lower bound (cf. Example 1, Example 2). The difficulty stems from trying to determine how much one can "average" the weights of V to minimize the estimate of \\(VU -UW)P,t J| without running into too much difficulty with the adjoint estimate of \\(V*U -UW*)P{tjf)|| (cf. Lemma 3.1.5). If the n -spectrum of F is a tractable set, then one can achieve a stronger result which subsumes Theorem 3.1.6, namely, 3.1.9. Theorem. Let W and V be invertible bilateral weighted shifts and let n > 0. Assume d ((wx, w2, . .. , wn), ^2nV) > Sn > 0. For each j e Z, let Bn(j) = {i : 1 < i < n, |v +(¡_i) -w¡\ > ¿"}-Also, let An be a subset of {1,2,...,«} which satisfies ( 1 ) Bn(j) nAn¿0 for each j'eZ; and (2) if A'n is another subset of {1,2, ... , n} which satisfies condition (1), then \A'"\>\A"\.
We may conclude that SV(W) > Sv(W{Xn+x)) > Cnv(W)min{\/n, ÔJ J\Äj}.
Proof. As in Theorem 3.1.6, let x > 0 and choose a unitary U such that mzx{\\(VU-UW)P(Un+l)\\, \\(V*U-UW*)P{ln+l)\\} = e < (1 + x)Sv(W).
As before, let Uei = f = E;eZ W > J)ej+<i-i) » 1 < í < n + 1. For each ; 6 Z, select the smallest element of Bn(j) n An and denote that element mn(j). As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.6, we can obtain the inequality IPO + mn(j),j))m\\ > \\V-{"-X)fl -(n -1)||^"(,!"2)|| \\W-X\\e. d((wk,wk+x, ... , wk+{n_X)),EnV) > xdE(\ZnW, EnV).
We then see that we can replace Sn in Theorem 3.1.9 by xdE(J2n W, E" V) to obtain a lower bound for SV(W). By then letting x tend to 1 and by taking the supremum over n , we obtain the estimate ôv(W)>sup{C"v(W)min{l/n,dE(ZnW, E^/y/KJ}-n * Moreover, if we replace | ^4^ | by n , the maximum value | An | can achieve in any case, then we reobtain Theorem 3.1.6. In this sense, Theorem 3.1.9 subsumes Theorem 3.1.6.
The seemingly awkward formulation of Theorem 3.1.9 does not prevent it from being of practical use as we shall see in the examples of the next section, where it yields "optimal" lower bounds-"optimal" up to a factor of minfC^), C"W(V)}.
4. Examples 4.1.1. As mentioned in §3.1.8, the lower bound of Theorem 3.1.6 is not always optimal. Our first example illustrates a case where our general upper bound is on the correct order of magnitude, but for which we must turn to Theorem 3.1.9 for a good lower bound. It is then immediate that E" w = THW and E" V = Y\e" V for all n > 1.
We first examine the question of obtaining upper bounds.
4.1.3. To apply Theorem 2.2.15, we note that for n > 2, S" = max{dE(E2nW, EL*"), ¿£(E2"^, Ze2nW)} 0, n < m; ô, n > m. Direct observation shows that || W -V\ = S , and so in fact we obtain d{W{V), W{W)) < min{27r/(m -2), Ô}.
4.1.4. This example admits an interesting analysis. If, on the one hand, the minimum is ô , then what we are saying is that \/m is relatively large compared to 6 , i.e., m is small and so we do not have a long enough string of consecutive 1 's to apply Berg's technique effectively. In other words, it "costs less" to simply change the weights. On the other hand, if the minimum is 2n/(m -2), then we have a situation where ( Here then is an example of when the 2m-spectrum of W is tractable enough to apply Theorem 3.1.9. Borrowing the notation from that Theorem, if we let A2m = {1, 2m} , then it is clear that (1) B2m(j)nA2m¿0
for ;eZ;and (2) there is no set A2m of cardinality 1 which satisfies condition (1).
Applying Theorem 3.1.9 to our case, Modulo the (seemingly unavoidable) factor of (1 -ô)3/(2 -ô) arising from C2m(W), the upper and lower bounds are on the same order of magnitude. Note that Theorem 3.1.6 would have given us d{W{V) ,%(W))>(\-ôf 1(2 -6) ■ min{l/2w, ô/\fïm\, a much less accurate estimate. 4.2.1. We now wish to examine an example where the value of öv(W(t t+2n)) depends upon our ability to "average" the weights of V . which will be an element of E("+m) ^ > DUt not of E("+m) ^ • Again, the last m weights of b0 are \ . As in the previous example, ô > 0 and m is even.
In fact, we shall construct our shifts W (resp. V) from the blocks b0, b,, ... , bn (resp. b,, b2, ... , bj in such a way that (1) b;. e E(n+m) W (resp. E("+m) V) for 0 < ; < n (resp. \ < j < n), and (2) E(n+M) ^ = E?n+M) ^ (resp. E(n+m) K = E?"+m) n • We construct F , for example, in the following way. There are «' distinct strings of length t (i.e., of ordered i-tuples) of the blocks bj, 1 < j < n, each, of course, corresponding to a string of length t(n + m) of weights for V. Let Lt be a listing of the n strings of length t : L( = {l\,l2, ... ,l'n,} . By concatenating the strings lr, 1 < r < n , we obtain a new string St = /{• • • /^ of weights for F of length n1 -t-(n + m). We then let V be the weighted shift whose weight sequence is obtained by concatenating the St 's as follows: ■S5 S 4 S3 S2 Sx S2 S3 S4 S5 ■ ■ ■ . We leave it to the reader to verify that this works. A similar construction which this time includes the block b0 produces W.
The point of this example is to show that if our sequence of m consecutive weights of 1/2 is long enough, say m > 2Ô~ \[h~ + 4, then although the Hausdorff distance dH(¿Zl W, lfnV) = ô , (for (1, 1, . .. , 1) e Y?nW and d( (\, 1, . .. , \),Y?nV) = ô),\sy averaging the weights of V in an appropriate manner, we can obtain an estimate for d(2f(V), %(W)) which is on the order of Ô/Jn. 4.2.3. We first consider ôew(V,t í+w_2)) ■ (We are assuming, for the sake of convenience, that both m and n axe even.) Let x e Em v = Em v ■ Since V is constructed from sequences of the b;'s (1 < j < n), and since any such sequence must also appear infinitely often as a weight sequence for W, ôew(x) = 0. That is, Sew(V(t t+m_2)) = 0 for all tel.
From Theorem 2.2.11, ôew(V) < n/2((m -2)/2 -1) = n/(m -4) < (n/2) (S/y/H).
As for y e Ew w = Em w > either y e Em v as above, in which case ôv(y) = 0, or y must contain a string of n consecutive l's. In the latter case, y looks like: when the first r weights (for some 0 < r < m -n) are \ , the next n weights I 2 are 1, and the last m -(r + n) axe I. We wish to show that Sy(y) is on the order of 8/yfrt. To that purpose, choose q(j) (1 < j < n) e 1 such that c;. = \{q{i)+x q(i)+m), I < i < n,
Again, in each case the first r weights are \ . Our construction of V allows us to assume that the underlying spaces for the c 's, 1 < j < n are mutually orthogonal. That is, we assume \d(J)-Q(j')\>2m, \</*f<n. Now consider the vectors n ;=i
Then \\fs\\ = 1, 1 < s < m + 1, and (fs,fs.) = 0, s ¿ s since \q(j) -q(j') | > 2m, j t¿ /. We wish to examine the action of V on the space F -span,^,;.,^,.^} relative to this basis. We obtain the following: Vfs = l/2fs+x, l<s<r, V/s = l/2fs+i, (r + n + l)<s<m.
Similarly Vfs+i = l/2fs, l<s<r, V*fs+x = l/2fs, (r + n+l)<s<m.
As for r + I < s < r + n ,we see that if s = r + p , I < p <n , then
Thus Wfs -fs+x\\ = || (ô/Jh-)eq(p)+{r+p+x)\\ = 3/Vñ.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Also, \\V*fs+x-fs\\ = \\(ô/Vn-)eq{p)+{r+p)\\ = ô/Vn-.
If we let Q = maxx<j<n{\ q(j) \ + 2m} , then we can make the further observation that VF ç span{e;.}^L_ß , a "finite-e;-space". Now y = (wt, wt+x, ... , wt+(m-iO f°r some tel, and if we let U be a unitary which takes ei -> ft_t+x, t <i <t + m, then we have shown that \\(VU-UW)P{i+Xl+m]\\<ô/Vn-, and \\(V*U-UW*)P{t+Xt+m)\\<ó/Vn-.
Since ¿ZmV = Y!mV, we conclude that Sev(W(t+x t+m)) < S/y/ñ for all t e Z. Appealing once more to Theorem 2.2.11, we conclude that ày(W) < S/y/ñ + n/2((m -2)/2 -1) < (2 + n)8/2yfñ.
Then by Proposition 2.2.4,
An easy, but nonetheless significant observation, is that e"_1^=e:_1^=e:_1f=e"_1f, so that^(^, í+(n-3))) = ° = 4(^,í+(n-3))) for all t el. From Theorem 2.2.11, 6V(W) < n/2((n -2)/2 -1) = n/(n -4), Sew(V) < n/(n -4).
Again, from Proposition 2.2.4, d(%(V), V(W)) < 2(n/(n -4) + n/(n -4)) = 4n/(n -4).
In conclusion then, d(&{V), W(W)) < min {(2 + 2n)S/yfñ, 4n/(n -4)} . l-r-^lliF-^-^IIIIH/-1!! (l/2)(l/2)"-' 1 l + (l/2)(2"_2)(2) (2")(l+2""2)
That is, d{W{V), V{W)) > l+ min {\/n, S/Vñ} ■ Again, we see that modulo the factor of CV(W), the lower bound and upper bounds are on the same order. 11112 1 (n-1) (n-1) (n-1) (n-1) (n-1) (n-1)
V2n-3 V2n-2 V2n-l V2n V2n+l "' -ZL^_ _1_ , _J_ , ... On the other hand, W =* A yyn -l/(n-l) An -\/(n-\)Bn® J for some 7 € -l/(n-l) Vn ® J and so Sw(Vn) < 3/(n -1). Similarly, Sv(Wn) < 2/(« -1).
5.1.3. This demonstrates that an operator-theoretic analogue of the SchroederBernstein Theorem for embeddings of operators into each other fails even for weighted shifts. The question of determining optimal estimates for dty(V),V(W)) in the case E" w î T,e"w and E" V # E^ V is therefore seen to be quite subtle.
5.1.4. We conclude by mentioning that results for unilateral shifts have also been obtained. In the case where the weights {w¡}°^x and {v¡}°lx axe all bounded below, one must also take care to approximately match the kernels of W and V, and hence any intertwining unitary must send the basis vector ex (acted upon by wx) approximately to /, (acted upon by vx). We state these results without proof. The interested reader is referenced to [Mar] . But first we define some notation. 5.1.5. Notation. Given a unilateral weighted shift W which we may assume possesses nonnegative weights {wi}i>x, we let w,, . = (tu,, ... , wn).
We also let E" w = {w(; ¡+(n-i)) '■ i ^ 1}~" " and E^ w consists of the set of accumulation points of E" W.
Finally, we set W"n{ = inf^,^.
• • -wi+,_x)} , in analogy to ||F_"||_1 for invertible bilateral weighted shifts V.
Armed with these definitions and notations, we obtain the following results:
5.1.6. Proposition. Let W and V be unilateral weighted shifts and set ß = (F¿ + Kf)/2 ■ For each n>2,letSn = dH(Zn V, E" W) and let 
